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Abstract Intelligent agents designed to work in complex, dynamic environments such as e-
commerce must respond robustly and flexibly to environmental and circumstantial changes,
including the actions of other agents. An agent must have the capability to deliberate about
appropriate courses of action, which may include reprioritising tasks—whether goals or
associated plans—aborting or suspending tasks, or scheduling tasks in a particular order.
In this article we study mechanisms to enable principled suspend, resuming, and aborting
of goals and plans within a Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent architecture. We give a
formal and combined operational semantics for these actions in an abstract agent language
(CAN), thus providing a general mechanism that can be incorporated into several BDI-based
agent platforms. The abilities enabled by our semantics provides an agent designer greater
flexibility to direct agent operation, offering a generic means to manage the status of goals.
We demonstrate the reasoning abilities enabled on a document workflow scenario.
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1 Introduction

Intelligent agent technology is widely adopted for developing complex software systems that
operate in highly dynamic environments in business, such as in logistics [10,24], process
design [2], and electronic trading [51]; in policy and social science, such as in climate
change modelling [16]; and in marketing, such as personalized recommendations [14,38].
Their value is recognised by firms particularly for e-commerce and supply chain optimization
[1,13,38]. Following the literature, we take an intelligent agent to be an rational, autonomous
decision-making entity; in this sense it ismore akin to a principal in the principal–agent theory
of economics.

Such agent-based systems are typically structured in terms of conceptualized mental atti-
tudes over which the agent performs its reasoning. For example, an e-commerce agent might
reason over its beliefs about the bidding strategies of other agents. In agent architectures
inspired by the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model [34], the cognitive state of an agent
comprises of beliefs, goals, and plans, amongst other aspects. The BDI architecture is the
foundation for numerous deployed agent systems [7,25,32]. In general, an agent wishes to
achieve a particular set of goals in the world state and will pursue a number of plans con-
currently in order to achieve its goals. At regular intervals in its execution cycle, the agent
will update its beliefs and review its current choice of goals and plans. A number of levels of
reasoning are typically involved, and a variety of reasoning techniques have been employed
in developed agents.

From a reasoning point of view, a key characteristic fundamental to intelligent agents
and their success in deployed systems is their ability to deliberate autonomously over their
goals. Agents designed to work in complex, dynamic environments must respond robustly
and flexibly to environmental and circumstantial changes, and to the communications and
actions of other agents. For an agent to respond to changes and to effect the courses of action
that it judges to bemost appropriate, the agentmay choose, for instance, to adopt new tasks, to
abort or suspend some of its current tasks, to resume others, to prioritize tasks, or to schedule
tasks in a particular order. By ‘task’ we will mean either a goal or a plan.

This article considers how an agent can respond to the unpredictable dynamics of its
environment, by providing mechanisms for the agent to manipulate its tasks. In particular,
we focus on the suspension, resumption, and aborting of goals and plans.

Regarding terminology, in this article we use the term drop to mean that a task is simply
halted and no further execution takes place. We use the term abort to mean that the task
is halted, but some specific clean-up procedure may be executed, after which no further
execution of the task takes place. Hence dropping a goal is the same as aborting a goal with
an empty clean-up procedure. Similarly we use the term suspend to mean that a task is halted
(possibly to be resumed later), and a clean-up procedure may be executed before any further
processing, and the term resume to similarly imply the execution of a procedure before the
task is resumed. In other words, dropping a tasks simply ceases to execute it, whereas the
other three provide the option of appropriately executing a clean-up procedure.

Whilst there are a number of successful agents platforms that specifically incorporate
goals—either explicitly, such as GOAL [17] and Jadex [6,31], or implicitly, such as events in
JACK [52]—few of these systems provide mechanisms for aborting goals (as distinct from
simply dropping them), and fewer provide mechanisms for suspending goals. For instance,
GOAL provides methods for dropping goals, but not for the more general notion of aborting
goals, and does not provide mechanisms for suspending or resuming goals. While both
Jason [5] and Jadex provide mechanisms for aborting, suspending and resuming goals, these
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mechanisms are less general than those discussed in this article, and in particular, aborting
a goal in Jason and Jadex result in the goals simply being dropped. Whilst there may be
some circumstances in which simply dropping a goal is appropriate (such as when a goal
has succeeded, a goal has become irrelevant, or when an urgent response is required to an
emergency), it is generally more appropriate to abort a goal, so that any appropriate ‘clean
up’ behaviour can be specified. Hence the notions of aborting, suspending and resuming
goals and plans discussed in this article are more general than current agent programming
language implementations, and may be viewed as a specification of the behaviour of such
constructs.

1.1 Example scenario

Consider the following example of a hypothetical interaction between a human and an assis-
tive agent, through which we illustrate how abort, suspend and resume behaviours naturally
arise.

Alice is a knowledge worker assisted by a learning, personal assistive agent such as CALO
[28,55].1 Alice plans to have a paper published at a leading academic conference. She assigns
the goal of Support Manuscript Submission (SMS) to her CALO agent to support her in
this task. CALO adopts the goal and a plan (which we denote as SMSPLAN) with the
following subgoals to achieve it:

1. Allocate a Paper Number (APN): to be used for administrative purposes in the com-
pany.

2. Track Writing Abstract (TWA): keep track of Alice’s progress in preparing an abstract.
3. Obtain Clearance (OC): for publication.
4. Track Writing Paper (TWP): keep track of Alice’s progress in writing the paper.
5. Handle Paper Submission (HPS): follow company internal procedures for submitting

a paper to a conference.

These subgoals must be performed in order, with the exception of subtasks 3 (OC) and 4
(TWP), which may be performed in parallel.

Suppose now that subgoals 1 and 2 are complete and CALO is performing steps 3 and 4
of the SMSPLAN, and that Obtain Clearance (OC) is performed by a plan consisting of
the following subgoals and actions:

1. Send Clearance Request (SCR) containing the abstract and conference details to
Alice’s manager.

2. Wait For Response (WFR) from the manager.
3. Confirm Response Positive (CRP) that the response was positive, and fail otherwise.

Now suppose that a change in circumstances causes Alice to attend to another more
important task and so to place the paper writing on hold. Given this situation, Alice instructs
her CALO agent to suspend the SMS goal until further notice. Suspending the SMS goal
involves suspending the SMSPLAN plan, the OC subgoal and the TWP subgoal. Notably,
suspending the OC subgoal (and the plan that achieves it) requires CALO to notify Alice’s
manager that Alice no longer requires clearance for publication. CALO can achieve this
notification by invoking the Cancel Clearance Request (CCR) goal.

After completing her other, priority, task, Alice then decides to resume writing her paper.
She requests CALO to resume the SMS goal. This requires CALO to resume the suspended

1 CALO was a multi-year research project from which Apple, Inc.’s Siri evolved.
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OC and TWP subgoals. The plan for obtaining clearance requires the clearance request to
be re-sent afresh to the manager, according to the rules of Alice’s organization.

Suppose that some time later, due to travel issues it emerges that Alice will definitely not
be able to attend the conference. Hence, she instructs her CALO agent to abort the SMS
goal. Aborting the goal implies aborting both the SMSPLAN and theOC subgoal. Aborting
the first requires CALO to notify the paper number registry that the allocated paper number
is obsolete, which it can achieve by the Cancel Paper Number (CPN) goal. Aborting the
second requires CALO to cancel the clearance request to the manager, again by invoking
Cancel Clearance Request.

1.2 Discussion

We note a number of important observations with respect to aborting, suspending and
resuming tasks from the scenario. Here we consider both goals—which we take to have
a dual declarative–procedural nature [54]—and their subgoals, and also plans—the recipes
in process to achieve the adopted goals. We continue to use the term task when we mean to
refer to both aspects.

First, the decision to suspend or abort a particular task can come from the internal delib-
erations of the agent (such as reasoning about priorities in a conflict over resources), or from
external sources (such as another agent cancelling a commitment), as in the example. In this
article, we do not consider the questions of why and when tasks should be aborted or sus-
pended but rather concentrate on determining the appropriate actions to be taken once these
decisions are made. We thus provide essential capability for an agent system when an agent,
according to its expertise, decides or is directed to perform such operations on its tasks.

Second, once the decision is made to abort, suspend or resume the attempt to submit a
paper, there are some actions the agent should take, such as cancelling the clearance request
on suspend and re-sending the clearance request on resumption. In other words, there are
some actions that need to be performed as a consequence of the decision to abort, suspend
or resume the task. This is similar to the case for failure, as implemented in agent platforms
such as JACK, in that there may also be actions to take when a goal or plan fails.

Note that in the case of failure or aborting a task, it is not simply a matter of the agent
‘undo-ing’ its actions to date; indeed, this may be neither possible (since the agent acts in a
situated world and its actions change world state) nor desirable (depending on the semantics
of the task). Rather, cleaning up may involve compensation via forward recovery actions [3].
We discuss this in more detail in Sect. 2.2.

Third, in the case of aborting, given that tasks may contain subtasks, which may contain
further subtasks, it is necessary for a parent task to wait until its children have finished their
abort methods. In contrast to this, when suspending, the parent task will be suspended prior
to the children since suspending the parent may result in the child tasks being aborted. We
give some illustrative examples of this behaviour based on the above scenario in Sect. 3. This
point exhibits of one of the technical challenges that we address in this article: determining
the precise sequence of actions once a parent goal or plan is aborted or suspended. Note also
that if the task is dropped rather than aborted, this process becomes trivial.

Fourth, there is a distinction between aborting (or failing) a goal and aborting a plan. In
the former case, it is clear that all plans being executed to perform the task should be aborted;
in the latter case, it may be that there are better alternatives to the current plan and one of
these should be attempted. Hence, a plan aborting or failing does not necessarily lead to the
parent task aborting or failing.
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Finally, we adopt the approach that when a task is suspended, a condition which specifies
when it is to be resumed can be denoted. However, when this condition become true, resuming
the task is not automatic: rather, the agent must deliberate whether the task is still appropriate
to be pursued as circumstances may have changed. For example, when resuming the paper-
writing task, if there are no longer any funds available to travel, the task may be aborted
rather than resumed. In addition, the suspended goal may need to be remain suspended if a
higher-priority goal is resumed at the same time.

1.3 Summary of approach

In this article we study mechanisms to enable principled suspending, resuming, and aborting
of achievement goals and their plans within a BDI-style intelligent agent architecture. We
provide an operational semantics for the agent execution cycle in the presence of task suspen-
sion and aborts in an extended version of the abstract agent languageCAN [39], which enables
us to specify a BDI-based executionmodel without limiting our attention to a particular agent
platform such as JACK, Jadex, or Jason.

As illustrated in the above scenario, the challenge to be addressed is the relationship
between a goal, its subgoals, and the plans that may be in progress towards its achievement.
We describe the challenges in terms of goals. The first specific challenge is that a decision
to abort or suspend a goal may come at an arbitrary point in the process of achieving it. The
goal may have some subgoals which have already been achieved (or aborted), some subgoals
which are not yet achieved, and possibly a set of concurrently-executing plans at various
stages of completion. Aborting or suspending this potentially complex set of processes will
thus involve recursively acting on any subgoals which have not been achieved, as well as
determining what to do with plans which are to be aborted or suspended. The second specific
challenge is that the resumption of a goal after a period of suspension is not necessarily
automatic. The agent will likely want to reconsider its options, since circumstances may
have changed. For example, there nowmay be other goals with higher priority competing for
the same resource, or other agents may have changed their requirements. Hence, resuming
a suspended goal is a matter of reconsidering the dynamic set of goals, rather than merely
waiting for a trigger event to fire.

To address this complexity, we augment each plan with an optional abort method, anal-
ogous to the failure method found in some agent programming languages. We address the
presence of parallel execution threads and of subgoals, which require the agent to ensure that
the abort methods for each plan are carried out in an appropriate sequence. We further aug-
ment each plan with optional suspend and resume methods. We annotate each task with one
of three tags: active, inactive, or suspended. The latter two tags indicate that work on the task
should not proceed; inactive indicates that the task should not be executed, while suspended
also indicates that the task has been properly suspended. We modify the agent’s execution
cycle to respect these tags, and we take care to treat the case of aborting a suspended task.

The mechanisms to be described take precedence over the agent’s normal steps in the BDI
execution cycle. That is, any meta-activity of suspension or aborting occurs before regular
agent deliberation and action, including intention selection and plan execution.

1.4 Contribution

Our contribution includes (1) principled design of abort, suspend, and resume mechanisms
for BDI-style agents; (2) generic methods for adding such features to existing plans; (3) a
formal and combined operational semantics in CAN; and (4) a detailed case study to illustrate
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the mechanisms developed with a Prolog-based prototype. Further, at a technical level, we
show how the addition of abort, suspend and resume mechanisms can be expressed in the
original agent language by a systematic transformation process; essentially this ‘compiles’
the additionalmechanisms intoCAN, with theminor extension to include awaitmechanism.
In this way, the semantics of the extended language derive automatically from the semantics
of the original language.

This article combines and extends our initial report of semantics for aborting tasks [45]
and semantics for suspending and resuming tasks [46]. This includes combining the different
mechanisms from the two papers into one coherent semantics (which is not simply a conjunc-
tion of the two pieces of work), and developing a comprehensive prototype implementation
of the complete semantics, demonstrating how an agent-based system can benefit from these
capabilities.

One point to note is that we do not address the issue of providing proofs of the properties
of our technique. Whilst this is a desirable outcome, and one that will be addressed in
future work, doing so in this article would significantly increase its length. Instead, we
concentrate ondiscussing issues around the integrationof abort, suspend and resume facilities,
our formalisation of these, and some key examples which have been developed with our
prototype implementation.

A key aspect of our approach is that it is based on the transformation of an existing agent
program, and specifically one using rules based on those of AgentSpeak [33], which are
often referred to as event-condition-action rules. Specifically, we provide a transformation
of an existing agent program into a more sophisticated one in the same language which
incorporates abort, suspend and resume mechanisms. However, this transformed program
is itself a set of event-condition-action rules, meaning not only that our approach provides
a source-to-source transformation that could be used in a compiler or interpreter, but also
that no extra mechanisms are needed to implement it. Hence our approach provides a formal
specification of sophisticated agent behaviour which be used in any language that provides
event-condition-action rules in the style of AgentSpeak.

1.5 Outline

We organize the remainder of the article as follows. Section 2 provides background and
discusses the significance of ourwork in light of the literature. Section 3 identifies situations in
which a task may be suspended or aborted, and outlines the process for aborting, suspending,
and resuming tasks. Section 4presents the unifiedoperational semantics for thesemechanisms
and describes its implementation and operation on the earlier scenario. Section 5 concludes
with directions for future work.

2 Background

We begin this section by introducing the BDI reasoning architecture, and the concepts of
goal and plan.

2.1 Agents, goals, and plans

Among the foundations for intelligent agents architectures, theBelief-Desire-Intention (BDI)
model [34] ascribes to an agent cognitive factors: Beliefs describe predicates held to be true
by the agent about the world state and the agent’s own state; Desires describe states of the
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Fig. 1 A typical BDI-style architecture at the conceptual level. Events in the environment are sensed, updating
beliefs. A queue of pending events is processed by the BDI reasoning engine, updating beliefs and intentions.
Intentions are expanded using the plan library, and actions actuated in the world. Goals are not depicted

world that the agent would like to have brought about; and Intentions are means by which
an agent commits to achieving its goals. Additional cognitive factors such as obligations and
norms can also be provided [12].

In practice, agent architectures in the BDI heritage focus on goals more than desires, and
plans more than intentions [12,23,29,30]. Goals describe a consistent set of desires to which
the agent is committed. For example, whilst an agent may desire to empty the ocean, this
would not be a realistic goal. Plans describe recipes, consisting of subgoals and actions, that
the agent intends to achieve, in order to accomplish its goals.

A typicalBDI-style agent system, illustrated inFig. 1, follows threemain steps:perception,
deliberation, and action. First, perception of (changes in) world state via sensors, followed by
updating of the agent’s beliefs accordingly. Second, deliberation, in which the agent reasons
about its goals and plans in light of its changed beliefs. For example, the agent may choose,
for instance, to adopt new goals, to abort or suspend some of its current goals or plans, to
resume others, to plan how to achieve a goal, to (re-)prioritize goals, or to schedule plans in a
particular order. Third, after deliberation, the agent may act by performing some actions from
some of its current plans via actuators. The actions may affect the agent’s internal state (e.g.,
update its beliefs) or the external world (i.e., a situated action). Note that external actions
may fail, i.e., the agent may be unable to successfully achieve the actions that it executes.

Goals and plans Among the various types of goals, such as performance, maintenance,
testing, and achievement goals [11,15,36,47], the the most common type is the latter, and it
is on achievement goals that we focus this article.

We follow Winikoff et al. [54] and define goals to have a dual declarative and procedural
aspects. We suppose that a goal has a success condition φS that denotes when the goal
may be considered to have succeeded and a failure condition φF that denotes when it may
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Fig. 2 Example partial goal–plan tree, showing execution part-way through the illustrative scenario described
in Sect. 1.1. The oval and rectangular shapes represent goals and plans, respectively; shading and dashed
border represent executing and completed tasks, respectively

be considered to have failed, capturing the declarative aspects. The goal also has a set of
pre-defined plans that can be used to achieve the goal, which captures the procedural aspect.

We suppose that a plan has a (triggering) event, a context (pre-condition) that is a necessary
condition before the plan may be executed, an in-condition that must be true during the plan
execution, and a plan body. A plan body consists of actions and sub-goals describing a
program for achieving the goal that it handles.

Formally, we define both goal and plan structures following the CAN language [40], which
we describe in Sect. 4.1.

Goal–plan tree From the above, it can be seen that the hierarchical relationship between the
goals and plans of an agent naturally gives rise to a goal–plan tree (GPT) structure [27,42,49].
As illustrated in Fig. 2, a goal–plan tree is rooted by a goal and consists of alternating layers
of plan and goal nodes. We call the root node the top-level goal. The operator on a goal
node is disjunctive, indicating that any of the child plans will achieve the goal (if successful).
The operator on a plan node is conjunctive, indicating that all of the child subgoals must be
achieved, in order for the goal to be successful. This goal–plan tree structure can be used
for various deliberation techniques. For example, Thangarajah and Padgham [49] use the
goal–plan tree for detecting potential interference and synergies between goals of the agent.
In our work we use the goal–plan tree to determine the order in which goals and plans are to
be aborted, suspended and resumed.
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2.2 Related work

We next survey the literature to provide further background to our contribution and to situate
our approach. Table 1 gives an overview comparison of goal handling functionality in agent
programming languages.

Failure handling In agent platforms such as GOAL [17], GORITE [37], JACK [52], Jadex
[31], Jason [4], and SPARK [26], a library of plans is available for the agent to use. Since
plans can contain subgoals, and goals are achieved by executing plans, the failure of goals
and plans are mutually interdependent. The main difference between goal failure and plan
failure is that when a plan fails, the agent may seek alternative plans to achieve the same goal.
The standard behaviour is that when all possible plans for a given goal have been exhausted,
then the goal fails.

As an alternative, if the agent is endowed with the ability to generate plans, i.e., new
plans that are not in the plan library, then it can attempt to plan upon failure of pre-existing
plans—either from first principles [43] or using Hierarchical Task Network planning, as in
the abstract agent language CANPLAN2 [40].

As noted in the introduction, platforms such as JACK [52] associate a failure-method
with each plan and is called upon when a plan fails for reasons described above. The method
contains actions (and/or subgoals) as defined by the developer which are intended as clean-up
actions. For instance, as a variant of our earlier Manscript Submission scenario, if a plan to
obtain clearance for a paper fails due to a legal problem, the failure methods may cancel any
travel reservations that may have already been made.

The Jadex platform [6,30,31] similarly associates methods with plan events: success
(“passed”), failed, and aborted. The agent designer can override these Java methods in order
to perform clean-up actions. Goal failure is handled via a Java exception, which can be caught
and thus behaviour (e.g., retry) specified.

The Jason platform [4,5,18] implements an extended variant of the AgentSpeak semantics
[33]. Jason relies on internal events and internal actions for some of its mechanisms, such
as checking or dropping current goals or intentions. Jason generates a ‘goal deletion’ event
upon plan failure; whereupon a ‘clean-up’ plan can be executed prior to, e.g., attempting
another plan to achieve the goal for which the original plan failed. A failed goal deletion plan
causes the goal deletion plan itself, and its triggering parent goal, to be dropped.

The approach to failure-handling of Chessell et al. [8] aims for “compensation” of trans-
actions in a business process that fail or encounter an exception. They attach one or more
compensation activities to a transaction, and present a semantics that also accommodates
selective compensation. They assume that these failure methods do not themselves fail. If
they do fail, similarly to Jason, the agent simply stops executing the failed failure method
with no further deliberation.

In platforms such as SPARK [26] and to some extent Jadex, the agent designer can specify
an alternative behaviour for failed goals and plans, and for failed failure-methods, by means
of meta-level procedures.

Aborting Aborting a goal or plan differs from crudely dropping it, in that the agent attempts
any clean-up that might be necessary. In earlier work, we developed a semantics for aborting
goals and plans [45], and later a separate semantics for suspending and resuming goals and
plans [46], on the assumption that aborting does not occur in the suspend-and-resume mech-
anism. We build on these earlier works, for the first time a treatment of all these mechanisms
for goal manipulation in one semantics. Further, we now handle attempted resumption of a
goal that has pre- or in-conditions attached.
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The approach to aborting in Jason is typical of agent platforms. Jason does not have abort
as such, but does have a fail_goal construct which can be used within a plan to force the
failure of the parent goal. Thus aborting is, in a sense, reduced to the case of failure. Clean-up
must be manually coded and the clean-up code manually invoked.

Suspending Suspending a goal is recognized byBraubach et al. [6] and later byVanRiemsdijk
et al. [11,36] as an important operation in a conceptualization of goals, alongside adopting
and dropping a goal. An implemented operational approach based on Braubach et al. is found
in the Jadex system [31], while Van Riemsdijk et al. do not consider plans, and do not attempt
to develop an operationalization.

Java-based Jadex distinguishes three sub-states for adopted goals: Option, Active, and
Suspended. State Option pertains to goals considered “desirable” by the agent, but the agent
only actively pursues goals when they are placed in state Active. Suspension occurs (auto-
matically) when the goal’s context condition becomes false, and “holds as long as the context
stays invalid.” Our proposal grants the agent’s reasoning to suspend a goal for other reasons,
besides necessity due to its context condition.

Jason provides suspend and resume constructs, which can be used to suspend and
resume (respectively) a goal and the plans which are currently executing to achieve it. How-
ever, Jason does not provide abort-, suspend- and resume-methods (see Sect. 3 below), which
means that our approach is more general than the mechanisms provided by Jason.

Also Java-based, GORITE [20,37] allows goal states PASSED (i.e., succeed), FAILED,
STOPPED (i.e., inactive), BLOCKED (i.e., suspended), and CANCELLED (i.e., aborted). State
of a top-level goal is typically (re-)set in the plans for that goal, such as writing return
Goal.States.STOPPED;. GORITE’s mechanisms provide programmatic control to the
agent designer, without a formal theoretical basis.

The previously-cited, operational approach of Thangarajah et al. [46] attaches suspend-
and resume-methods to goals and plans. As in the case of aborting, default methods are
provided in the cases where no dedicated goal- or plan-specific reasoning is required.

The question of what to do when resuming a suspended plan, should circumstances have
changed, has been considered in the AI planning literature (e.g., [3]). On the one hand, an
agent may appraise world state to see if the plan is still applicable. If not, on the other hand,
it may abort the plan and start executing a new plan, or it may attempt to repair the plan to
adapt it to the new situation.

Goal deliberation In our present work we develop a principled mechanism for aborting, and
suspending and resuming, goals and plans. From a broader point of view, an intelligent agent
not only requires mechanisms to manipulate such constructs, but also a (meta-)reasoning
ability to decide what such goal and plan management ‘actions’ to perform, and when. This
topic of goal deliberation was included from the early days of the BDI framework [33,35]
and study of this reasoning question is ongoing [9,15,23,49,53].

3 Aborting, suspending, and resuming goals and plans

In this sectionwe informally describe themechanisms for aborting, suspending, and resuming
goals and plans and show how they enable important behaviour in agent-based systems. To
introduce the representations that are necessary to incorporate these concepts, we begin by
examining the current failure handling mechanism in BDI-style systems. We then provide a
set of illustrative vignettes, before describing the mechanisms themselves.
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The mechanisms for suspending (and resuming) goals and plans are complementary to
those that handle failure and aborting of goals and plans. The key aspects that distinguish
between failure, aborting, and suspending are as follows. Failure occurs locally at the current
lowest level of execution, and the failure is propagated upwards in a bottom-up manner.
Failure is typically unintentional, whereas aborting and suspending are deliberate (if in some
cases necessary), the result of some high level deliberation of the agent. The command to
abort or suspend or resume can be made at any arbitrary point in the execution hierarchy.
Before a goal or plan is aborted, all of its subgoals and subplans need to be aborted; that is,
a bottom-up approach is taken. When a goal or plan is suspended (respectively resumed), by
contrast, the approach is top-down; the suspend (respectively resume) method of the goal or
plan is first executed and then the children are suspended (respectively resumed).

While themechanisms for suspending and resuming and for failing and aborting goals and
plans are thus complementary, they are not independent. That is, a mechanism for aborting a
goal cannot operate in isolation to a mechanism for suspending a goal; otherwise, unintended
side-effects can occur, leading to inconsistent states.

Abort, suspend and resume reasoning methods Failure of a goal or plan, like aborting, cause
the execution of the goal or plan to cease and, consequentially, the agent to reflect over its
current goals and plans. As just described, the difference between failing, on the one hand,
and aborting, suspending, and resuming, on the other hand, is in the way they arise. In the
case of the failure operation, the trigger to cease execution of a goal or plan comes from
below in the goal–plan tree, due to the failure of (sub)plans or subgoals. In the case of the
other operations, the trigger comes from above, from the parent (or ancestor) GPT nodes that
initiated the goal or plan.

For example, in the scenario of Sect. 1, when Alice decides to place her paper writing on
hold, she does so by suspending the Support Manuscript Submission (SMS) goal. This
in turn triggers the suspension of the plan SMSPLAN, which in turn triggers the suspension
of the parallel goals OC and TWP, and so on down to the leaves of the goal–plan tree. In
this way suspend operates top-down; we first make the task at the top-level inactive, and only
then proceed recursively to the children. Suppose that a problem means that an action in the
plan for OC fails, and suppose the failure is significant enough such that the plan fails and
the goal fails. From the bottom of the tree upwards, then, OC fails, SMSPLAN fails, and
SMS fails.

It is important to note that the original decision to abort, suspend or resume a goal or plan
may be due to a number of reasons. As discussed above, the suspension of the parent of a
goal will require the suspension of any children of the goal. The suspension of the parent
may be due to the suspension of its own parent, or because the agent has decided to suspend
this goal in favour of another. Hence whilst suspension of a parent will necessarily imply
the suspension of any children, the original signal to suspend may come from a number of
sources (see Sect. 4 for more discussion on this point).

A common feature of all the above operations, however, is that clean-up actions may
be required when a goal or plan fails, is aborted or suspended, or when a goal or plan is
resumed frombeing suspended.Our approach therefore associates an abort-method, suspend-
method and resume-method with each plan much like the failure-method in platforms like
JACK. Thesemethods enables the agent developer to specify dedicated compensation actions
according to how the agent is attempting to perform the plan or goals above it. Note that these
methods can be arbitrary programs (see Sect. 4.1 for a precise definition) and so can invoke
goals and plans thatmay be performed dynamically in the usual BDI fashion, i.e., the clean-up
is not limited to executing a predetermined set of actions.
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The assumption here is that, like the failure-method, the designer of the agent system has
the opportunity to specify a sensible clean-up method that takes into consideration the point
in the plan at which the abort, suspend, or resume is to be executed. For any plan, the clean-up
method is optional: if no clean-up method is specified, the agent takes no specific action for
this plan. However, the agent’s default behavioural rules still apply, for example, whether to
retry an alternate plan for the parent goal when aborting a plan.

An alternative to attaching clean-up methods to each plan is to attach such methods to
each atomic action. We choose the former because: (1) action-level clean-up methods would
incur a greater overhead, (2) plans are meant to be designed as single cohesive units and are
the unit of deliberation in BDI-based systems, and (3) the clean-up methods for failure in
current platforms are attached to plans.

Note that an explicit representation of the clean-up methods for goals is not required,
since goals are achieved by executing some plan or plans. Hence, aborting, suspending or
resuming a goal means aborting, suspending or resuming the current plan that is executed to
achieve that goal, as we describe in the sequel.

3.1 Motivational vignettes

In order to understand how the agent’s abort, suspend, and resume reasoning should function,
we consider five situations, based on the Manuscript Submission scenario of the introduction
(Sect. 1.1). These five vignettes illustrate situations where it is sensible for an agent to
consider aborting, suspending, or resuming some of its goals or plans, and highlight some of
the complexities that the agent’s reasoning must accommodate.

1. When an event alters the importance of an existing goal or plan, the agent should deliberate
over whether the existing plan(s) should continue. For example, suppose that Alice tasks
CALOwith anew, high-priority goal to purchase a replacement laptop, but thatAlice lacks
enough funds to both purchase the laptop and to attend the conference. Reasoning over
resource requirements [27,48,50]will cause the agent to realize that it cannot successfully
complete both goals. Given that the new goal has greater importance, a rational agent
will evaluate the best course of action and suggest, in this case, that Alice abort an
existing Support Manuscript Submission goal. To abort the Support Manuscript
Submission goal and its associated plan, the agent needs to abort theObtain Clearance
and Track Writing Paper subgoals. Aborting the plan for Obtain Clearance has the
special requirement of invoking the Cancel Clearance Request plan. The goal–plan
tree applicable here is shown in Fig. 3. Note that execution of abort-methods proceeds
in a bottom-up manner; in particular the abort-method for OCPLAN1 will be executed
before any abort-method for SMSPLAN.

2. When circumstances change it may be necessary to suspend a goal. For example, as
described in the introduction, Alice instructs her CALO agent to suspend the Sup-
port Manuscript Submission goal, which in turn suspends the associated plan and
is subgoals, Obtain Clearance and Track Writing Paper. Suspending the plan for
Obtain Clearance also has the special requirement of invoking the Cancel Clearance
Request plan, because the company’s policy is that clearance approvals may only be
held by active works in progress. Note that execution of suspend-methods proceeds in
a top-down manner; in particular, any suspend-method for SMSPLAN will be executed
before any suspend-method for OCPLAN1. The goal–plan tree applicable here is shown
in Fig. 4.

3. A suspended goal may need to be resumed. For example, when Alice instructs her CALO
to resume the Support Manuscript Submission. Here resuming the plan for Obtain
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Fig. 3 Goal–plan tree for Vignette 1

Clearance has the special requirement of re-invoking the Send Clearance Request
plan. The goal–plan tree applicable here is shown in Fig. 5.

4. A suspended goal may need to be aborted. For example, the request to abort the Support
Manuscript Submission goal may occur while the goal is suspended. Here rather than
the resume-method for the Obtain Clearance plan being invoked, we need to invoke
the abort-method (Cancel Clearance Request, which in this case has already been
achieved). The goal–plan tree before the abort is shown in Fig. 6, and after it the goal–
plan tree is the same as in Vignette 1, i.e. Fig. 3.

5. When a goal succeeds or fails because of an external factor other than the agent itself,
the plan currently being executed to perform the goal should be aborted. For example,
suppose Alice is promoted during the process of writing the paper, and that employees of
Alice’s (new) seniority automatically have clearance for publishing papers. Since Alice
no longer needs her manager’s clearance for publishing her paper, CALO can abort the
plan for Obtain Clearance. In doing so it must invoke the abort-method, in this case
thus performing Cancel Clearance Request.2 The Obtain Clearance goal is still
active, but now it can use a new alternative plan for senior employees that consists solely
of the action Register Clearance Form. The goal–plan tree applicable here is shown
in Fig. 7.

Observe that the first situation above involves deliberating over the importance of a goal
or plan, which depends on various factors such as priority (see, e.g., [21]) and completeness

2 If there is any difference between how to abort a goal that is externally performed versus how to abort one
that is now known to be impossible, the abort-method can detect the circumstances and handle the situation
as appropriate.
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Fig. 4 Goal–plan tree for Vignette 2

([48]). Although this deliberation is beyond the scope of this paper, it is a complementary
topic of our future work.

Once a decision has been made to abort, suspend, or resume a goal or plan, the operational
semantics we provide in Sect. 4 for aborting, suspending, and resuming describes what
happens to the agent’s execution of those goals and plans.

We remark that the above situations apply to achievement goals, for which the goal is
completed when a particular state of the world is brought about (e.g., ensure Alice has
clearance).Different formsof reasoning apply to other goal types [11,36] such asmaintenance
goals. Extending our work to maintenance goals is a future undertaking.

To illustrate the mechanisms below we use our running Manuscript Submission example
shown in Fig. 2. In the figure, goals and plans are distinguished by the shape; completed (i.e.,
successful), currently executing, and future goals and plans are indicated respectively by the
border being dashed, bold (and the shape shaded), or light.

3.2 Aborting goals and plans

The intent of aborting a goal or plan is that the task and all its children cease to execute, and
that appropriate clean-up methods are performed as required. In contrast to offline planning
systems, BDI agents are situated: they perform online deliberation and their actions change
the state of the world. As a result, the effects of many actions cannot be simply undone.
Moreover, an attempted ‘undo’ process may cause adverse effects. Therefore, the clean-up
methods that we specify are forward recovery procedures that attempt to ensure a stable
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Fig. 5 Goal–plan tree for Vignette 3

state and that also may, if possible, recover resources. In our semantics, we assume that
primitive actions are atomic (although they may have some duration) and cannot be aborted
(or suspended), i.e., we allow any currently executing action to complete. Note that one
reason that a plan may be aborted is due to a failure of its in-condition.

We now informally lay out the agent’s action upon aborting goals and plans.

Plans When a plan P is aborted:

1. Abort each subgoal that is an active child of P . An active child is one that was triggered
by P and is currently in execution.

2. When there are no more active children, invoke the abort-method of plan P .
3. Indicate a plan failure to TP , the parent goal of P . We note here that if the parent goal

TP is not to be aborted then the agent may choose another applicable plan to satisfy TP .

Goals When a goal (or subgoal) G is aborted:

1. Abort the current active plan to satisfy G (if any).
2. When there are no more active child plans, drop the goal. The agent thus no longer

pursues G.
3. Note here that when the current active plan for performing G is aborted, no other applica-

ble plans to perform G should be tried, since G is the goal that is to be aborted.

In order to prevent infinitely cascading clean-up efforts, we assume that abort-, suspend-
, and resume-methods will never be aborted, fail, or be suspended; other than this, they
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Fig. 6 Goal–plan tree for Vignette 4 (before the abort)

can consist of any legal plan or goal. In reality, however, such methods may fail. In this
case—lacking a more sophisticated handling mechanism—the agent simply stops execut-
ing the failed method with no further deliberation. While the assumption we make is not
a reflection of the full complexity of reality, it is pragmatic in terms of the agent execu-
tion cycle. As we saw in Sect. 2.2, such an assumption is not uncommon. As we also
saw, platforms such as SPARK allow the agent designer to specify an alternative behav-
iour for a failed failure-method, and a similar mechanism applies to abort-, suspend-, and
resume-methods.We also assume that failure-, abort-, suspend-, and resume-methods always
terminate.

Example For example, consider Vignette 1 (see Fig. 3). The abort proceeds top-down from
the SMS goal. It has a single active plan, the SMS plan. This plan completed the action
Allocate Paper Number and the subgoal Track Writing Abstract, and currently has two
active subgoals in parallel,OC and TWP (see Fig. 2), each of which has a single active plan.
These two plans have no subgoals. Hence, the agent reaches the bottom of the abort ‘trace’
and operates bottom-up as follows:

1. Invoke abort-method of plan OCPLAN1. Its abort-method is CCR.
2. Indicate failure of the plan to goal OC.
3. Invoke abort-method of plan TWP. It has a default abort-method.
4. Indicate failure of the plan to goal TWP.
5. Drop goal OC.
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Fig. 7 Goal–plan tree for Vignette 5

6. Drop goal TWP.
7. Invoke abort-method of plan SMSPLAN. Its abort-method is CPN (i.e. Cancel Paper

Number).
8. Indicate failure of the plan to goal SMS.
9. Drop goal SMS.

3.3 Suspending and resuming goals and plans

The intent of suspending a goal or plan is that the task is ‘paused’; the intent of resuming is
that a paused task is returned to execution, although not necessarily at the same state that it
was suspended (since the world state may have changed in the interim).

We allow goals and plans to be tagged with either inactive or suspended, both of which
indicate that work on the goal or plan should not proceed; suspended also indicates that
the goal or plan has been properly suspended as described below. We modify the agent’s
execution cycle to respect these tags.

The mechanisms outlined below take precedence over the agent’s normal steps in the
execution cycle. That is, any meta-activity of suspension must occur before regular agent
deliberation and action, including intention selection and plan execution.

These mechanisms will be given precise semantics in the next section, as part of our
holistic semantics that includes aborting, and accounts for the possible interplay between
aborting and suspending or resuming.
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3.3.1 Suspending goals and plans

When a task T is to be suspended, we first pause the goal or plan and all its currently active
subgoals and subplans by tagging them inactive in a recursive manner. This first operation
is important in order to stop the current steps in execution of the to-be-suspended goal or
plan T , until the agent deliberates and acts on the consequences of the suspension decision,
which may include suspending, aborting, terminating, or continuing execution of different
subgoals and subplans. Until this deliberation is complete, the lower level goals and plans
should not execute; hence the necessity of pausing them.

The second operation is to suspend the task T and its active children, again in a top-down
recursive manner, by means of the mechanism explained below. The reason for performing
the suspension top-down is because the suspend-method of a parent goal or plan may, for
instance, abort all its lower level goals and plans.

For example, if the SMS goal is to be suspended all the goals and plans indicated as active
in Fig. 2 are first paused, and then they are suspended top-down beginning with the SMS
plan.

Goals First let us consider the case of suspending a goal. When the agent has determined
that a particular goal is to be suspended, it takes the following steps:

1. Mark the goal as suspended.
2. If the goal has not already begun execution—that is, it is in the current execution stack,

but no plan to achieve the goal has been selected yet—then no further steps are required
by default.

3. Otherwise—that is, there is a plan in the agent’s intention stack associated with the
goal—then suspend that plan.

Plans When the agent has determined that a plan is to be suspended (notably, as a consequence
of suspending a goal, as just described), it takes the following steps:

1. Mark the plan instance as suspended.
2. If the plan has no dedicated suspend reasoning method attached, perform the following

default procedure:

– Save the current state of the plan.
– Do not start executing the next step. This is already taken care of for subgoals as they

will have been marked as inactive. Any actions should not be attempted.
– Suspend all current steps of the plan currently in progress. There may be more than

one step since some may be executing in parallel:
– If the step is a subgoal, suspend it (as above).
– If the step is an action (including any belief operations, i.e., additions, deletions,

or modifications of the agent’s belief base), it is allowed to complete as it is
considered as atomic.

3. Otherwise—if there is a dedicated suspend reasoning method attached to the plan, then
call this method. The suspend-method may include:

– The decision to abort the plan, continue execution of the plan, or suspend the plan as
per the default method.
For example, the agent might abort the plan if the goal is simple enough to redo; run
the plan to completion if the plan does not consume any resources and is not time
consuming; or suspend the plan by following the steps above.
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– Plans to release resources and perform other clean-up actions. For example, in sus-
pending theObtain Clearance plan the agent need to perform aCancel Clearance
Request action to stop the clearance request from progressing.

4. If the plan instance is still inactive, mark it as suspended and then suspend all current
steps of the plan marker as inactive. There may be more than one step since some may
be executing in parallel:

– If the step is a subgoal, suspend as a goal above.
– If the step is an action (including any belief operations), it is allowed to complete as

it is considered as atomic.

Example For example, consider Vignette 2 (see Fig. 4). The suspend proceeds top-down
from the SMS goal. It has a single active plan, the SMS plan. This plan completed the action
Allocate Paper Number and the subgoal Track Writing Abstract, and currently has two
active subgoals in parallel,OC and TWP (see Fig. 2 again), each of which has a single active
plan. These two plans have no subgoals. Hence, the agent operates top-down as follows:

1. Tag goal SMS and all its children as inactive.
2. Mark the goal as suspended.
3. Mark plan instance SMS as suspended.
4. Execute the default suspend-method on it.
5. Plan SMS has two current active steps, the goals OC and TWP.
6. Mark goal OC as suspended.
7. Mark plan instance OCPLAN1 as suspended.
8. Execute its suspend-method, which invokes CCR.
9. (Plan OCPLAN1 has one current active step, the wait Wait For Response.)

10. Mark goal TWP as suspended.
11. Mark plan instance TWPPLAN as suspended.
12. Execute the default suspend-method on it.

3.3.2 Resuming goals and plans

When a suspended task T is resumed, the default behaviour is to resume the goal or plan.
That is, the agent will attempt to resume execution of T from the point that is was suspended.
However, as noted previously, upon reconsideration the agent may choose to abort the goal,
drop the goal, select alternate plans to achieve the goal, or some other choice of behaviour.
This decision will depend on the designer and the application domain, and if required may
be implemented as optional meta-reasoning that overrides the default resumption behaviour.

Goals When an agent wishes to resume a suspended goal, it takes the following steps:

1. Unmark the goal, thereby allowing the goal to progress once any suspended plan instance
for it is resumed.

2. If there is a plan instance associated with the suspended goal, then resume that plan. For
example, if the SMS goal is resumed then the SMSPLAN plan is resumed.

3. Otherwise—when there is no plan currently selected—re-enable the plan invocation.
That is, allow the normal plan selection mechanisms for the goal to execute.

Plans When an agent wishes to resume a suspended plan (notably, as a consequence of
resuming a goal, as just described), it takes the following steps:
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1. Mark the plan as active.
2. If there is a dedicated resume reasoningmethod attached to the plan, then call thismethod.
3. Otherwise—if the plan has no dedicated resume-method attached, perform the following

default procedure, beginning by checking the in-conditions of the plan;

(a) If the in-conditions are true:
– Allow the next steps of the plan to proceed.
– Resume any suspended subgoals using the procedure for resuming goals above.

(b) If the in-conditions are false3:
– Abort the plan.
– Retry alternative plans if they exist for the top level goal.4

4. If the plan is not aborted, unmark the plan, thereby allowing the plan to progress once
any suspended subgoals are resumed, and then resume any suspended subgoals using the
procedure for resuming goals above.

The optional resume-method attached to a plan can be used for special operations such as
re-acquiring resources.5 As with suspend-methods, a dedicated resume-method is the means
to override the default behaviour.

For example, consider the suspended OCPLAN1 plan in Fig. 2. When suspended, the
Cancel Clearance Request action was performed, as per company policy. To resume the
plan, the agent needs to perform the Send Clearance Request action again.

Note that in-conditions for a plan are different from pre-conditions. Pre-conditions are
only required to be true at the point of plan selection, and are not relevant after that point. In-
conditions are required to be true at all points in the execution of the plan, and, in particular,
on resumption. If the in-condition becomes false at any point (including when the plan is
suspended), then the plan is aborted.

Note further that our handling of in-conditions as a trigger for an abort means that, when a
plan has been suspended and is resumed, following the above steps, there is no strict need to
check in-conditions on resumption.However, itmakes sense to explicitly do so on resumption,
as there is no point in resuming only to find that the plan should be aborted. Note that the
above applies in the case that the plan has no dedicated resume-method, i.e., it is the default
behaviour. In the case that the plan does have a resume-method, then the resume-method is
executed without first a check of the in-condition. We assume that the resume-method will
check the in-condition, and if false it may abort the plan or it may try to repair/adapt the
plan. In this way we give the agent designer more flexibility. If the resume-method does not
check the in-condition, then the in-condition will be verified in any case as soon as the plan
resumes execution.

Example For example, consider Vignette 3 (see Fig. 5). The resume proceeds top-down
from the SMS goal. It has a single suspended plan, the SMSPLAN plan. This plan has two
suspended subgoals, OC and TWP (see Fig. 2), each of which has a single suspended plan.
Hence, the agent operates top-down as follows:

1. Unmark the goal SMS (i.e., remove its suspended mark).
2. Mark the plan SMSPLAN as active.

3 As we note below, the agent checks in-conditions for falsehood on a regular basis, not just on resumption.
4 According to the agent’s meta-decisions upon plan failure.
5 If the necessary resources cannot be obtained, the resume-method can fail, upon which by default the agent
drops the goal. More elegantly, since we assume that resume-methods should always succeed, the method can
indicate to the agent’s meta-reasoning to abort the goal.
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3. Execute the default resume-method on it.
4. Check the in-condition of plan SMSPLAN. If it is false, then abort SMSPLAN.
5. Unmark the goal OC.
6. Mark the plan OCPLAN1 as active.
7. Execute its resume-method, which calls action SCR.
8. (Once action SCR succeeds) Make the next step in plan OCPLAN1, i.e., the wait,

active.
9. (Meanwhile, in parallel) Unmark the goal TWP.
10. Mark the plan TWPPLAN as active.
11. Execute the default resume-method on it.
12. Make the next step in plan TWPPLAN active.

A similar process is followed if the suspended goal is aborted rather than resumed.

Example For example, consider Vignette 4 (see Figs. 3, 6). The abort proceeds top-down
from the suspended SMS goal. Apart from various goals and plans in the tree being in the
suspended state rather than the active one, the process is the same as for Vignette 1.

Vignette 5 shows a slightly different process, in that a plan is aborted rather than a goal.

Example ConsiderVignette 5 (see Fig. 7). The abort proceeds top-down from theOCPLAN1
plan, for which the in-condition fails, and so the plan is aborted. This plan contains the action
SCR, which has been completed, the action WFR which is currently being executed, and
CPR which has not yet commenced. The agent operates top-down as follows:

1. Abort the action WFR.
2. Invoke the abort-method of plan OCPLAN1. Its abort-method is CCR.
3. Indicate failure of the plan to goal OC.
4. Due to the changed circumstances, the plan OCPLAN1 is now applicable.
5. Execute the plan OCPLAN1.

4 Operational semantics

We now turn to a formal definition of the operations discussed above. A formalization is
important because it makes precise the steps that an agent takes to perform the operations.
Our approach is to define a transformation which takes an agent program (see Sect. 4.1)
as input, and outputs a more specific agent program in which the processes of aborting,
suspending and resuming tasks are explicitly defined. In particular, we show how agent
programs which can be defined in the formal system CAN [39] can be transformed in such a
way that the execution of the transformed program results in the appropriate abort, suspend,
and resume operations. In other words, we ‘complete’ the original program by adding extra
parts which define the abort, suspend and resume processes for each task.

4.1 CAN language

CAN is a high-level agent language, in a spirit similar to that of AgentSpeak [33] and Kinny’s
� [22], both of which attempt to extract the essence of a class of implemented BDI agent sys-
tems.CAN provides an explicit goal construct that captures both the declarative and procedural
aspects of a goal. Goals are persistent in CAN in that, when a plan fails, another applicable
plan is attempted. This equates to the default failure handling mechanism typically found in
implemented BDI systems such as JACK.
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CAN was initially defined by Winikoff et al. [54] and later extended as CANPLAN [41] to
include a planning component, and then as CANPLAN2 [39,40] to improve the goal adoption
and dropping mechanisms. The extensions also simplified the semantics in the earlier work.

In implemented agent platforms, tasks are typically translated into events that trigger the
execution of some plans. This is also true in the CAN language, but, in order to maintain the
persistence of goals, a goal construct is introduced:Goal(φs, φ f , P), where φs is the success
condition that determines when the goal is considered achieved, φ f is a fail condition under
which it is considered the goal is no longer achievable or relevant, and P is a program
for achieving the goal, which will be abandoned once φs or φ f become true. This makes
¬φs ∧ ¬φ f the equivalent of an in-condition for a goal.

An agent’s behaviour is specified by a plan library that consists of a collection of plan
clauses of the form e : c ← (i ⇒ P), where e is an event, c is a context condition (a logical
formula over the agent’s beliefs that must be true in order for the plan to be applicable),6 i is
an in-condition (another logical formula over the agent’s beliefs that must be true throughout
the plan’s execution) and P is the plan body.

The plan body is a program that is defined recursively as follows:

P:: = act | nil | f ail | +b | −b | ?φ | !e | φ : P | φ::P | P1; P2 | P1‖P2 | P1 � P2 |
Goal(φs, φ f , {P1, . . . Pn}) | �{ψ1 : P1, . . . , ψn : Pn}� (1)

where P1, . . . , Pn are themselves programs, act is a primitive action that is not further spec-
ified, and +b and −b are operations to add and delete beliefs. The belief base contains
ground belief atoms in the form of first-order relations but could be orthogonally extended
to other logics. It is assumed that well-defined operations are provided to check whether a
condition follows from a belief set (B |� c), to add a belief to a belief set (B ∪ {b}), and to
delete a belief from a belief set (B \ {b}). ?φ is a test for condition φ, and !e is an event7

that is posted from within the program. The compound constructs are sequencing (P1; P2),
parallel execution (P1‖P2), and (sub)goals (Goal(φs, φ f , {P1, . . . Pn})). The execution
process will select one of the plans {P1, . . . Pn} for the subgoal Goal(φs, φ f , {P1, . . . Pn}).
When there is only one such plan P , we will often abuse notation and write the goal as
Goal(φs, φ f , P).

The above defines the user language. In addition, a set of auxiliary compound forms are
used internally when assigning semantics to constructs. nil is the basic (terminating) pro-
gram. One of the auxiliary compound forms is �c1 : P1, . . . , cn : Pn�, which is a collection
of guarded alternatives; if ci is true, then plan Pi is executed. Typically (but not neces-
sarily) the ci are mutually exclusive. If they are not, the agent is free to choose any plan
Pi whose guard ci is true. This construct is used to handle events. For any given event e,
there will be a corresponding collection of program clauses e′ : ψi ← Pi . We then use
the �ψ1 : P1, . . . , ψn : Pn� construct to handle the event by replacing it with the collection
of guarded alternatives (see rules event and select above). The other auxiliary compound
form, �, is a choice operator dual to sequencing: P1 � P2 executes P1 and then executes P2

only if P1 fails. φ : P and φ::P are a guard and a blocking guard respectively. When φ is
true, P is executed in both cases. When φ is false, the guard (:) fails, whereas the blocking
guard (::) waits until φ becomes true. We discuss the two types of guards in more detail
below.

6 An omitted c is equivalent to true.
7 Where it is obvious that e is an event we will sometimes exclude the exclamation mark for readability.
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, nil P , P
nil1

, P ; nil , P
nil2

, nil;P , P
nil3

, P ;nil , P
nil4

, , nil
nil5

, fail P , fail
fail1

, P fail , fail
fail2

, fail;P , fail
fail3

, , P
fail4

B1 |= pre(a)

1, a 2, nil
act1

= pre(a)

, a , fail
act2

, nil , e
nil

,+b b}, e
add

, −b b}, e
del

B |= φ

, ?φ B, nil
query1

= φ

, ?φ , fail
query2

B1 |= φ 1, P1 2, P2

1, φ : P1 2, P2
guard1

= φ

, φ : P , fail
guard2

B1 |= φ 1, P1 2, P2

1, φ :: P1 2, P2
guard3

= φ

, φ :: P , φ :: P
guard4

Δ = {ψiθ : Piθ | e : ψi ← Pi ∈ Π ∧ θ = mgu(e, e )}
, !e , Δ

event
ψi : Pi ∈ Δ B |= ψi

, Δ , Pi Δ \ {ψi : Pi} select

, P1 , fail

, (P1 P2) , P2
fail

1, P1 2, P3

1, (P1;P2) 2, (P3;P2)
sequence

1, P1 2, P3

1, (P1 P2) 2, (P3 P2)
parallel1

1, P2 2, P3

1, (P1 P2) 2, (P3 P1)
parallel2

Fig. 8 Operational rules of CAN

4.1.1 Operational semantics of CAN

A summary of the operational semantics for CAN in line with Winikoff et al. [54] and the
later simplifications of Sardiña et al. [39–41] is as follows. The planning-related aspects of
CAN are not relevant to our work; we need only the execution-related aspects.

A basic configuration S = 〈B, P〉 consists of the current belief base B of the agent, and
the current program P being executed.

A transition S0 −→ S1 specifies that executing S0 for a single step yields configuration S1.
A derivation rule consists of a (possibly empty) set of premises, which are transitions together
with some auxiliary conditions (written above the line), and a single transition conclusion
derivable from these premises (written below the line).

Figures 8 and 9 gives the operational rules of CAN which are relevant to our work (we
omit the planning rules). Rather than present all the rules at once in one larger system, we
have found it convenient to introduce the rules for plan execution other than subgoals first,
and only then to introduce the subgoal rules. This is due to the conceptual complexity of the
goal rules (such as those for dropping a completed goal) compared to those for executing
specific plan steps (such as executing two actions in sequence).

The rules in Fig. 8 deal with the execution of plans, including the empty plan nil (rules
nil1 to nil5, nil), failures (rules f ail1 to f ail4), actions (act1, act2), belief updates (add ,
del), and queries (query1, query2).

The event rule handles task events by collecting all relevant plan clauses for the event in
question: for each plan clause e′ : ψi ← Pi , if there is a most general unifier, θ = mgu(e, e′)
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B |= φs

,Goal(φs, φf , P ) , nil
Gs

B |= φf

,Goal(φs, φf , P ) , fail
Gf

P = P1 P2 = φs ∨ φf

,Goal(φs, φf , P ) ,Goal(φs, φf , P P )
GI

P = P1 P2 B1 = φs ∨ φf 1, P1 2, P3

1,Goal(φs, φf , P ) 2,Goal(φs, φf , P3 P2)
GS

P = P1 P2 = φs ∨ φf P1 ∈ {nil, fail}
,Goal(φs, φf , P ) ,Goal(φs, φf , P2 P2)

GR

Fig. 9 Rules for goals in CAN

of e′ and the event in question, then the rule constructs a guarded alternative ψiθ : Piθ .
The select rule then selects one applicable plan body from a set of (remaining) relevant
alternatives: program P � �Δ� states that program P should be tried first, falling back to the
remaining alternatives, Δ \ P , if necessary. This rule and the � f ail rule together are used for
failure handling: if the current program Pi from a plan clause for a task fails, rule � f ail is
applied first, and then if possible, rule select will choose another applicable alternative for
the task if one exists. Rule sequence handles sequencing of programs in the usual way. Rules
parallel1 and parallel2 define the possible interleaving when executing two programs in
parallel. Note that parallel execution is an implicit conjunction; if one of the branches fails,
then the parallel execution fails (as specified by rules f ail1 and f ail2).

We introduce new rules guard1 to guard4, which deal with the guard constructs : and ::
in CAN. These are guards and blocking guards respectively, in that when φ is false, φ : P will
fail whereas φ::P will wait until φ becomes true before proceeding. This difference can be
seen in the differences between the rules guard2 and guard4. These provide both conditional
execution (the : operator) and a mechanism which causes execution to pause until a specific
condition is true (the :: operator), and are required in order to be able to suspend and resume
goals. We will see how these are used later.

Figure 9 gives simplified rules for dealing with goals, in line with those presented in
Sardiña et al. [41]. The first rule states that a goal succeeds when φs becomes true; the
second rule states that a goal fails when φ f becomes true. The third rule GI initializes the
execution of a goal-program by updating the goal base and setting the program in the goal
to P � P; the first P is to be executed and the second P is used to keep track of the original
program for the goal. The fourth rule GS executes a single step of the goal-program. The
final rule GR restarts the original program (encoded as P2 of pair P1 � P2) whenever the
current program is finished but the desired and still possible goal has not yet been achieved.

4.1.2 Example of CANexecution

We now show how our example scenario works in CAN (see Figure 2). Recall that the plan
for the goal Obtain Clearance (or OC) consists of the three sequential tasks Send
Clearance Request (or SCR), Wait For Response (WFR) and Confirm
Response Positive (CRP), which wewill represent as scr, responded::nil and ?pos-
itive; +clear respectively, where scr is an action, responded indicates that the response from
Alice’s manager has been received, positive indicating a positive response and negative a
negative one. Note that the waiting behaviour is specified by the use of the :: operator, and
the confirmation behaviour by querying whether the response is positive or not. This means
that we represent the goal OC in CAN as

Goal(positive,negative,scr;responded::nil; ?positive;+clear)
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The Track Writing Paper (TWP) goal has the single plan (also TWP), and
hence can be represented as Goal(written,abandoned,twp). Assuming that the tasks
Allocate Paper Number, Track Writing Abstract and Handle Paper
Submission (APN, TWA and HPS) are represented as the actions apn, twa, twp and
hps respectively, the SMS goal is represented in CAN as

Goal(submitted,expired,apn;twa; (OC‖TWP);hps)

where OC is Goal(positivescr;responded::nil;?positive;+clear)
negative and where TWP is Goal(written,abandoned,twp), as above. We can
then use the rules below in order to implement the behaviour of Alice’s CALO, as in the
scenario, where !submit is the event that leads to the initiation of the program correspond-
ing to the plan for the Support Manuscript Submission (SMS) goal, !cleared is
the event that indicates a positive response from her manager, and !denied is the event that
indicates a negative response.

!submit : true ← SMS
!cleared : true ← +responded;+positive
!denied : true ← +responded;+negative

The first rule is the specification of Alice’s behaviour, i.e., once the !submit event is
received, the goal SMS is adopted. The other two rules specify the changes in the agent’s
beliefs once the response fromAlice’s manager is known. A positive response is indicated by
the event !cleared, which results in the predicates responded and positive being
added to the beliefs. A negative response is indicated by the event !denied, which results
in the predicates responded and negative being added to the beliefs.

Given an initial set of beliefs B for Alice, the event !submit is raised, which via the rules
event and select leads to the goal SMS being adopted, so the state of execution is

〈B,Goal(submitted,expired,apn;twa; (OC‖TWP);hps)〉
As neither submitted nor expired is true, this leads via rule GI to

〈B,Goal(submitted,expired,apn;twa; (OC‖TWP);hps � P)〉
where P is apn;twa; (OC‖TWP);hps and then viaGS and the the success of apn and

twa (rule act1) to

〈B, (OC‖TWP);hps〉
This in turn leads to the execution of the goal OC in parallel with the goal TWP (rules

GS and parallel1), and hence to

〈B, ((responded::nil; ?positive;+clear)‖twp);hps〉
after the success of the action scr (rule act1). This corresponds to the point in Vignette 2

whenAlice instructs her agent to suspend theSMS goal, i.e., Alice is waiting for the response
from her manager.

If the response is positive (i.e., the event !cleared occurs), then Alice’s beliefs are updated
to B′ to include this via the event and select rules (so that B′ |� positive), and so we have
(rule wait3, nil3)

〈B′, (?positive;+clear‖twp);hps〉
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which in turn reduces to (rules query1, nil1)

〈B′,twp;hps〉
Assuming that Alice then writes the paper, so that TWP succeeds, and Alice then follows

the company internal procedures (so that HPS succeeds), which updates her beliefs to B′′,
we then have

〈B′′,nil〉
and as hps has succeeded, we now have B′′ |� submitted, and so Alice’s goal of sub-

mitting her paper to the conference has succeeded.

4.2 Transformation

We now show how to incorporate failure, abort, suspension and resumption methods into a
CAN program.

Overview Given an agent program consisting of a set of rules R of the form e : c ← P
with the in-condition for P being i , our objective is to transform a given set of rules of
this form into a corresponding set of such rules that incorporates failure, abort, suspend and
resume methods as appropriate. In other words, we want to ‘extend’ the program given in P
above to include the methods PF , PA, PS and PR , which are respectively the failure-method,
abort-method, suspend-method and resume-method.

The new rule, which replaces the one above, behaves in the following way:

– If P terminates successfully, then there is no change in behaviour.
– If P terminates with failure, then PF is executed.
– If P is aborted, then PA is executed.
– If P is suspended, then PS is executed.
– If P is suspended and then resumed, PR is executed before P resumes execution.
– If i becomes false, then P is aborted.

Roughly speaking, for a given plan body P , we add infrastructure around P to monitor
whether it fails or is aborted (in which case the failure or abort plan for P is executed, as
appropriate) as well as a parallel goal which monitors suspension and resumption conditions
for P .

In order to incorporate just the failure method, we could simply replace P in the above
rule with P � PF . However, the behaviour of abort, suspend and resume requires the ability
to interrupt the execution at any point, and so we need to be able to ‘guard’ each step in the
execution, so that it can be aborted or suspended at any step.

The basic idea (which we will refine and extend later) is to replace P in the above rule
with

+active; (
Goal(¬active, abort ∨ f ail, (P;−active) � Fail)‖

Goal(¬active, f alse, suspend ∨ resume::(Exec; f ail))
)

(2)

This construct executes two goals in parallel instead of the single plan P , but with the
same termination behaviour. This means that if P succeeds, then both goals should succeed,
but if P fails or is aborted, then we should have that G1 ‖ G2 should fail, for which it is only
necessary that one of Gi fail. In the above construct, this is achieved by the failure condition
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for the first goal (i.e., abort ∨ f ail), which will become true if P is aborted or fails, and
thus ensure that the parallel construct above will fail, as desired.

We now describe rule (2) in detail. It contains two goals. The plan for the first goal
executes P . If P succeeds, then the predicate active will be true throughout the execution,
and will become false once P terminates, which means that the goal succeeds (due to the
success condition being¬active). If P fails, the code Fail is executed, but the goal will still
succeed. However, if we ensure that the code in Fail sets the failure condition of the goal to
be true, then the goal will fail, as desired. We can also use the same mechanism to ‘catch’ an
abort signal for the goal, so the failure condition of the goal becomes the disjunction of the
failure of P and the receipt of an abort for P . There is still some work to do, though, as we
need to be able to run either the failure method PF or the abort method PA, as appropriate.
Hence we use a construct of the form

(
Goal(¬active, abort ∨ f ail, (P;−active) � Fail)

)
� P ′

for this, where P ′ chooses between running the failure method PF (indicated by f ail
being true) or the abort method PA (indicated by abort being true). In either case, as P has
not successfully terminated, our replacement for it must fail, and so the final form for this
first parallel goal is

(Goal(¬active, abort ∨ f ail, (P;−active) � Fail)) � (P ′; −active; f ail).

Note also that P ′ is only executed if P fails or is aborted; if P succeeds, then

Goal(¬active, abort ∨ f ail, (P;−active) � Fail)

succeeds, and so P ′ is not executed.
The second goal in (2) will do nothing until P is suspended or resumed (because of the

guard ::). If P is suspended, Exec will run PS . If P is suspended and then resumed, Exec will
run PR before resuming P . Note that active remains true when P is suspended, whichmeans
that this second goal will only complete when P terminates (successfully or otherwise), i.e.,
when ¬active is true. Note also that as the failure condition for this goal is f alse and Exec
is followed by f ail, the plan for the second goal will fail, which means that the plan will be
re-run, and hence the waiting behaviour will be resumed due to rule GI .

The final form of the transformation, given below, is a little more intricate, not just because
of the need for an explicit definition of the procedures Fail and Exec, but also to take into
account the relationships between goals and their parents, as discussed in Sect. 3.

Signals The above discussion gives the general idea of the transformation we detail below.
However, we need some infrastructure around the transformation process, particularly due
to the relationships between goals and their parents. We define a transformation below that
includes extra information about the status of the agent’s current goals and plans. As P may
contain subgoals, which in turn may lead to the execution of further plans, we need to be
able to keep track of the ancestry of a given plan or goal, so that if an ancestor of the current
plan being executed is suspended or aborted, then we need to suspend the current plan.

In order to keep track of task ancestry, we add a context parameter to the goals and plans
in P .

As the only parts of P that can be aborted, suspended or resumed are goals or top-level
plans, we generate a new context for each goal in P , and for each plan associated with a
goal. For example in Fig. 2, we only need contexts for the goals SMS, OC and TWP and
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Fig. 10 Goal–plan tree for the scenario (compare Fig. 2) with context labels

plans SMSTOP, SMSPLAN, OCPLAN1, OCPLAN2 and TWPPLAN. This goal–plan
tree, updated with context identifiers, can be seen in Fig. 10.

It suffices to use a simple scheme for creating contexts. Each context is a list of identifiers;
creating a new context value for execution of a subgoal amounts to prepending a new identifier
n onto the start of the existing context v to obtain n.v. We refer to the parent context v∗ of
a context v. The parent (n.v)∗ of n.v is v, i.e., the tail of n.v. We will use this mechanism,
together with the predicates below, to provide ‘signals’ to the agent, which will then trigger
the appropriate behaviour.

As discussed in Sect. 3, our scope is limited to dealing with the consequences of a decision
to abort, suspend or resume a goal, and not to determine when such an action should be taken.
Accordingly, we assume the existence of three auxiliary ‘signal’ predicates suspend(v),
abort (v) and resume(v), which indicate a decision by the agent to suspend, abort and resume
(respectively) a particular task. This means that when an agent decides to abort a particular
task with identifier v, abort (v) becomes true in the agent’s beliefs (and similarly for suspend
and resume). However, this information needs to be ‘filtered’ in order to determine a precise
sequence of actions to be perform in response to any one of these signals. For this reason we
also introduce some auxiliary predicates in addition to the three above.

Of the additional auxiliary predicates, some (i.e., active(v), f ailed(v), suspended(v))
are asserted and retracted as appropriate in the course of the execution of the agent; others (see
below) are defined in terms of these and the above three signals. The current state of a given
tasks with identifier v is given by active(v), f ailed(v), suspended(v). When active(v)

is true, it means the corresponding task has commenced execution (but may be currently
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Table 2 Rules for signals and other predicates

SC(v) ≡ (suspend(v)∨ suspended(parent(v)) ∧ pause(v)

RC(v) ≡ resume(v) ∨ (¬ suspended(parent(v)) ∧ suspended(v) ∧ ¬ suspend(v) )

AC(v) ≡ to_abort(v) ∧ ¬∃v′(v =parent(v′) ∧ active(v′))
FC(v) ≡ failed(v)

ready(v) ≡ ¬ pause(v) ∧ ¬ suspended(v)

pause(v) ≡ to_suspend(v) ∨ to_abort(v)

to_abort(v) ≡ abort_decided(v) ∨ to_abort(ancestor(v))

abort_decided(v) ≡ abort(v) ∨ ¬ in_condition(v)

to_suspend(v) ≡ suspend_decided(v) ∨ to_suspend(ancestor(v))

suspend_decided(v) ≡ suspend(v) ∧ ¬ resume(v)

suspended). If active(v) subsequently becomes false, it means that the task has terminated
(with either success or failure). f ailed(v) is true when the corresponding task has terminated
unsuccessfully. suspended(v) is true when the corresponding task is currently suspended.
On the resumption of the task, this becomes false. For a taskwhose execution has commenced
but which has not been suspended or aborted, active(v) is true.

Note that it is possible to provide similar behaviour by using events rather than signals and
beliefs. We have chosen not take the event-based approach, as using events would require
specific rules to handle them, which would have the same effect. As this is an internal agent
decision, rather than something triggered by an external event (such as a decision from
Alice’s manager), we believe it is conceptually simpler to model these as changes in the
agent’s beliefs.

The remaining predicates are defined in Table 2. Because we do not prescribe a particular
form for the agent’s beliefs, we give these in terms of logical equivalences. However, these
can easily be transformed into rules in themanner of Prolog [19,44], or other similar systems.

In the table, FC(v), AC(v), SC(v) and RC(v) are the failure, abort, suspend and resume
conditions respectively for the task v. When this condition is true, this indicates that PF ,
PA, PS or PR respectively should be executed. These are the conditions that will be used
in the final form of the two parallel goals, discussed in the overview above. Further, in the
table:

– pause(v) indicates a task that is to be aborted or suspended, but hasn’t been aborted or
suspended yet.

– ready(v) indicates a tasks that can be executed now (i.e., it is neither suspended nor
marked for suspension).

– abort_decided(v) indicates either an abort signal is true (abort (v)) or that the relevant
in-condition has become false.

– to_abort (v) indicates a task that is to be aborted, possibly due to its parent being aborted.
This is not the same as AC(v) as it may be necessary to wait until the task has no active
parent.

– in_condition(v) indicates that the in-condition of the task is true. Hence if this becomes
false, the task should be aborted.

– suspend_decided(v) indicates that a suspend signal is true (suspend(v)) and that the
task is not to be resumed yet.
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Fig. 11 Translation for a plan

Fig. 12 Translation for a goal

– to_suspend(v) indicates a task that is to be suspended, possibly due to its parent being
suspended.

– active(v), f ailed(v) and suspended(v) are facts asserted as appropriate.
– suspend(v), abort (v) and resume(v) are used to signal changes.
– ready(v) together with FC(v), AC(v), SC(v) and RC(v) will be used in the definition

of the transformation.
– pause(v), abort_decided(v), to_abort (v) and abort_decided(v) are internal, in that

they are only used to define ready(v), FC(v), AC(v), SC(v) and RC(v).

Transformation We are now in a position to define the transformation from the set of rules R
togetherwith the abort, failure, suspension and resumptionprocedures as follows. Illustrations
of this transformation are given in Figs. 11 and 12. As discussed above, the way this is done
is to translate the rules of the program into ones which add infrastructure (in the form of tasks
executed in parallel) to provide the correct behaviour on termination, and to monitor signals
to abort, suspend and resume.

Each rule e : c ← P in R is transformed to a new rule

e : c ← transplan(v, P, PF , PA, PS, PR) (3)

where transplan is as defined as follows:

transplan(c, P, PF , PA, PS, PR) = +active(v);
(
G(v, P, �{AC(v) : PA, FC(v) : PF }�)

‖ Goal(¬active(v), f alse, (�(v, PS, PR); f ail))
)
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where

G(v, P, P ′) =
(
Goal(¬active(v), AC(v) ∨ FC(v), (trans(v, P); −active(v)�

+ f ailed(v))
)

� (P ′; −active(v); f ail)

�(v, PS, PR) = SC(v) ∨ RC(v) :: �{SC(v) : +suspended(v); PS, RC(v) : −suspended(v); PR}�
and

trans(v, act) = ready(v) :: act
trans(v,+b) = ready(v) :: +b
trans(v, −b) = ready(v) :: −b
trans(v, nil) = nil
trans(v, fail) = fail
trans(v, !e) = ready(v) ::!e
trans(v, P1;P2) = trans(v, P1); trans(v, P2)
trans(v, P1 2) = trans(v, P1) (v, P2)
trans(v, P1 P2) = trans(v, P1) trans(v, P2)
trans(v, {ψ1 : P1, . . . , ψn : Pn} ) = {(ready(v) :: ψ1) : trans(v, P1), . . . , (ready(v) :: ψn) : trans(v, Pn)}
trans(v, φ : P ) = ready(v) :: (φ : trans(v, P ))
trans(v, φ :: P ) = (ready(v) ∧ φ) :: trans(v, P )
trans(v,Goal φs, φf , P ) = Goal(ready(v) ∧ φs, (ready(v) ∧ φf ) ∨ AC(v),

transplan(n.v, P, PF , PA, PS , PR)

Goal ¬active(n.v), false,Π(n.v, nil, nil); fail

As seen above, the plan P in the rule is replaced by the parallel execution of two goals,
one of which executes P with additional context information, whereas the other monitors
the status of the suspension and resumption of P .

For many cases, the main effect of this transformation is to prefix each execution step with
ready(v), so that the execution only proceeds if ready(v) is true, and waits otherwise. For
subgoals, we also update the context identifier. The other aspect of note is the transformation
for subgoals, which uses the same process as the second parallel goal of the transformation.

Note that there is no need for a translation of the in-condition of a plan, as this is handled
by the rules for the signals (see abort_decided(v) above), so that if the in-condition becomes
false, the signal abort(v) becomes true.

4.3 Worked example

We now describe how the above transformation operates on the Manuscript Submission
scenario. In order to apply the transformation, we first need the context identification scheme.
The resultant GPT with context labels is shown in Fig. 10. Second, we need to specify the
failure-, abort-, suspend- and resume-methods for the SMS plan. These are given in Tables 3
and 4. We have found it convenient to assume that each plan has a unique name (SMSPLAN,

Table 3 Goals in the scenario with their success and failure conditions, and related plans

Goal name Success Failure Plan name Plan

SMS submitted expired SMSPLAN apn;twa; (OC‖TWP);hps
OC posi tive negative OCPLAN1 scr;responded::nil; ?

positive; +clear

OCPLAN2 rcf

TWP wri t ten abandoned TWPPLAN twp
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Table 4 Plans in the scenario
with their failure-, abort-,
suspend-, and resume-methods

Plan name Failure Abort Suspend Resume

SMSPLAN Nil CPN Nil Nil

OCPLAN1 Nil CCR CCR SCR

OCPLAN2 Nil Nil Nil Nil

TWPPLAN Nil Nil Nil Nil

Fig. 13 Goal–plan tree for the translated rules

OCPLAN1, OCPLAN2, TWPPLAN, etc). This makes it simple to specify attributes such
as the in-condition, fail-, abort-, suspend- and resume-methods of the plan, and to associate
plans with goals.

It should be noted that the transformation of a goal G (named Goal) and an associated
plan P (named Plan) typically results in three extra goals, and three extra plans. One goal
is from the second parallel goal in the above transformation, whose role is to monitor the
suspend and resume signals for Goal, and so we name this goal SRGoal (and its associated
plan as SRGoalPlan). The other two goals come from the transformation of Plan, which
involves a similar goal to monitor suspend and resume signals for the plan (SRPlan) and an
associated plan (SRPlanPlan), and a further goalRunPlan, which is used tomonitor abort
signals, and whose associated plan (RunPlanPlan) contains the body of the transformed
plan. As shown in Fig. 13, RunPlanPlan may contain further goals and hence continue
the goal–plan tree.

Now in our example, there is only the one rule that needs to be transformed, i.e., the one
below. The other two rules are only used to process events into belief changes in the agent,
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and hence are not processes that will be aborted, suspended or resumed, and hence we do
not transform them. The rule

!submit : true ← Goal(submitted,expired,apn;twa; (OC‖TWP);hps)

is transformed as below

!submit : true ← +active(1); (G1‖G2)

where C2 = 2.1, C3 = 3.2.1, C4 = 4.3.2.1, C5 = 5.4.3.2.1, C6 = 6.4.3.2.1, C7 =
7.3.2.1, C8 = 8.7.3.2.1 (we will use these names as an abbreviation below), and

G1= G(2.1, SM S, �{FC(1) : nil,¬FC(1) : nil}�)
= G(2.1, SM S, nil)

= Goal
(
¬active(C2), AC(C2) ∨ FC(C2), trans(C3, SM S P L AN );

−active(C2) � + f ailed(C2)
)

� −active(C2); f ail

trans(C3, SM S P L AN )

= trans(C3,Goal(submitted,expired,apn;twa; (OC‖TWP);hps))

= Goal
(

ready(C3) ∧ submitted, ready(C3) ∧ expired, trans(C3, apn; twa; (OC‖TWP); hps)
)

‖
Goal

(
¬active(C3), f alse, SC(C3) ∨ RC(C3) ::

�{SC(C3) : +suspended(C3); nil, RC(C3) : −suspended(C3); nil}�; f ail
)

= Goal
(

ready(C3) ∧ submitted, ready(C3) ∧ expired,

ready(C3) :: apn; ready(C3) :: twa; trans(C4,OC) ‖ trans(C7,TWP); ready(C3) :: hps
)

‖
Goal

(
¬active(C3), f alse, SC(C3) ∨ RC(C3) ::

�{SC(C3) : +suspended(C3), RC(C3) : −suspended(C3)}�; f ail
)

trans(C4,OC)

= trans(C4,Goal(posi tive, negative, {trans(C5, OC P L AN1), trans(C6, OC P L AN2)})
= Goal

(
ready(C4) ∧ posi tive, ready(C4) ∧ negative,

{trans(C5, OC P L AN1), trans(C6, OC P L AN2)}
)

‖
Goal

(
¬active(C4), f alse, SC(C4) ∨ RC(C4) ::

�{SC(C4) : +suspended(C4); nil, RC(C4) : −suspended(C4); nil}�; f ail
)

trans(C5,OCPLAN1)
= trans(C5, positive, negative, scr; responded :: nil; ?positive; +clear)
= ready(C5) :: scr; (ready(C5) ∧ responded) :: nil; ready(C5) ::?positive; ready(C5) :: +clear

trans(C6,OCPLAN2) = trans(C6, rc f ) = ready(C6) :: rc f

trans(C7,TWP)

= trans(C7,Goal(wri t ten, abandoned, twp))

= Goal(ready(C7) ∧ wri t ten, ready(C7) ∧ abandoned, ready(C7) :: twp) ‖
Goal

(
¬active(C7), f alse, SC(C7) ∨ RC(C7) ::
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�{SC(C7) : +suspended(C7); nil, RC(C7) : −suspended(C7); nil}�; f ail
)

G2 = Goal(¬active(1), f alse, SC(1) ∨ RC(1) ::
�SC(1) : +suspended(1); nil, RC(1) : −suspended(1); nil�; f ail)

The structure of the resulting GPT is shown in Fig. 13. To simplify the presentation,
only the connections between goals and plans are shown; the dashed boxes typically contain
actions which do not affect the structure of the tree.

It should be noted that context identifiers are only needed in the goal–plan tree for goals
and for top-level plans (i.e., plans with names). This is because these are the only parts of the
goal–plan tree which can be aborted or suspended. Actions such as SCR and HPS in Fig. 10
cannot be aborted or suspended, and hence do not need context identifiers.

In the execution of the goal–plan tree in Fig. 13, note that if there are no tasks are suspended
or resumed, then none of the plans in purple boxes in the figure (i.e., those whose name
commences with SR) are executed. This is because the first step in each plan is a guard,
which will only proceed if the suspension or resumption condition becomes true. If there are
no aborts, and no plan fails, then the plans in the blue boxes merely ensure that the plans in
the red boxes (the original ones) are executed.

Consider Vignette 2 (see Fig. 4 in Sect. 3.1). As shown in Fig. 4, the signal to suspend the
goal SMS occurs when the (parallel) goals OC and TWP are executing. When the signal is
received, as there is no suspend-method for SMS, the goal is marked as suspended (by insert-
ing the predicate suspended(2.1) into the agent’s beliefs). This immediately flags (via the rules
for pause(v) and ready(v) in Table 2) that all descendants of SMS are to be suspended, and
in particular that the guard ready(v) is false for SMSPLAN, OC, TWP, OCPLAN1, and
TWPPLAN. This immediately halts the execution all of these, and makes the suspension
conditions (SC(v) in Table 2) true for OC and TWP. This means that the plans SROC-
PLAN andSRTWPPLAN become active, which results in the suspend-methods for the goals
OCPLAN1 and TWPPLAN being run (SCR and nil respectively) and then the goals OC
and TWP are marked as suspended (by inserting suspended(4.3.2.1) and suspended(7.3.2.1)
into the agent’s beliefs). This triggers the suspension of OCPLAN1 and TWPPLAN, which
is indicated by the insertion of suspended(5.4.3.2.1) and suspended(8.7.3.2.1). Due to the
instances of suspended in the agent’s beliefs, none of the active plans can proceed, which
thus correctly implements the suspension of the goal SMS.

When SMS is resumed, as in Vignette 3, the plan SRSMSPLAN will re-commence
execution, as the resume condition for SMS is now true. This deletes suspended(2.1) from
the agent’s beliefs, thus marking SMS as now active. The definition of RC(v) in Table 2
then ensures that resume(3.2.1) is true, and so the plan SRSMSPLANPLAN removes sus-
pended(3.2.1) from the agent’s beliefs. As the in-condition for SMSPLAN is still true,
the next step is to resume the goals OC and TWP. As suspended(3.2.1) is no longer true,
RC(4.3.2.1)and RC(7.3.2.1) are now both true, and so the plans SROCPLAN and SRTW-
PPLAN remove suspended(4.3.2.1) and suspended(7.3.2.1) respectively from the agent’s
beliefs. This in turn triggers the resumption of OCPLAN1 and TWPPLAN via the exe-
cution of SROCPLAN1PLAN and SRTWPPLANPLAN, and hence SCR is executed, as
it is the resume-method for OCPLAN1. This in turn means that suspended(5.4.3.2.1) and
suspended(8.7.3.2.1) are deleted from the agent’s beliefs, which means ready is now true for
all contexts, and so the execution of the goal SMS has been successfully resumed.

If the suspended goal SMS is aborted (as in Vignette 4) rather than resumed (as in
Vignette 3), then the addition of the signal abort(2.1) to the agent’s beliefs makes—again
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via the rules in Table 2—to_abort(2.1), to_abort(3.2.1), to_abort(4.3.2.1), to_abort(7.3.2.1),
to_abort(5.4.3.2.1) and to_abort(8.7.3.2.1) all true. This means that ready is false for all of
these contexts, meaning that all execution is paused. Since OCPLAN1 and TWPPLAN
have no active children, this means that the abort condition for OCPLAN1 and TWPPLAN
are both true (i.e., AC(5.4.3.2.1) and AC(8.7.3.2.1) are true), and hence the failure condi-
tions for the goals RUNOCPLAN1 and RUNTWPPLAN are both true. This means that
failed(5.4.3.2.1) and failed(8.7.3.2.1) are both added to the agent’s beliefs, and due to the
rightmost � construct in the definition of G, this will execute the abort-methods CCR and
nil for the plans OCPLAN1 and TWPPLAN respectively. This also makes OCPLAN1 and
TWPPLAN inactive, meaning that the abort conditions for OC and TWP are now both true.
As these abort conditions are in the failure conditions of the translated goals, both goals now
fail, and are hence made inactive. This makes the abort condition for SMSPLAN true (i.e.,
AC(3.2.1)), and so the goal RUNSMSPLAN fails. Again by the definition of G, this means
that the abort-method SPN for SMSPLAN is executed, and then SMSPLAN is then made
inactive. This in turn triggers the abort condition for SMS, which then fails. This completes
the abort process.

4.4 Implementation

We have developed a prototype implementation of our system. This implementation, which
we refer to as Orpheus, consists of around 1100 lines of Prolog, and includes a generic
interpreter for CAN, an implementation of the above translation and some code specific to
the scenario involving Alice and her submission. We have implemented the basic scenario
(i.e., in which no tasks are aborted or suspended) as well as Vignettes 1–5. The output of
our implementation on the basic Alice example is given in Table 5, and on the Vignettes in
Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Our interpreter follows the typical observe-think-act cycle of an agent system (Fig. 1).
The first step is to process any events, which may involve updating the agent’s beliefs. Then
the status of the agent’s goals are evaluated, to see if any goals should be aborted, suspended
or resumed. The final stage is then to execute one step of the goal–plan tree, before restarting
the cycle again. Due to the presence of the ‖ operator in CAN, there may be several parallel
threads executing at the same time in the goal–plan tree. For example, in Fig. 10 there are
two parallel threads, one starting with OC and the other with TWP. Hence the execution
stage performs one step (if possible) for each of the parallel threads in the tree.

The implementation has been a useful tool for testing our ideas, and is available from the
authors.8 It should be stressed that Orpheus is not intended as (yet another) agent program-
ming language. Rather, it is a tool to be used to explore ways in which aborting, suspending
and resuming tasks can be managed, and as a means of providing experimental evaluation.
In particular, the main focus of the implementation is to show the behaviour of the translated
rules, and that these correctly implement the desired behaviour.

Vignettes Given the transformation of the goal–plan tree in Fig. 13 for our scenario, we
now show how each of our motivational vignettes work with this transformed goal–plan
tree. All of the executions shown below are a summary of execution traces generated by our
implementation, by providing an appropriate input sequence of events to the transformed
goal–plan tree for our scenario in Fig. 13. The full execution traces, together with all relevant
code, is available from the authors.

8 http://www.cs.rmit.edu.au/~jah/orpheus.
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Table 5 Normal execution for Alice’s SMS goal

Step Beliefs Events Plans

0 ∅ !submit

1 ∅ �true : SM S(SM S P L AN )�

2 ∅ SM S(SM S P L AN )

3 ∅ SM S(apn; twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

4 allocated SM S(twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

5 tracked, allocated SM S((OC‖T W P); hps)

6 tracked, allocated SM S((OC‖T W P); hps))

7 requested, tracked, allocated SM S((OC(responded::nil; ?
posi tive; +clear)‖T W P(nil));
hps))

8 written, requested, tracked,
allocated

SM S(OC(responded::nil; ?
posi tive; +clear); hps))

9 written, requested, tracked,
allocated

SM S(OC(responded::nil; ?
posi tive; +clear); hps))

10 written, requested, tracked,
allocated

SM S(OC(responded::nil; ?
posi tive; +clear); hps))

11 positive, responded, !cleared SM S(OC(responded::nil; ?
posi tive; +clear); hps)

written, requested, tracked,
allocated

12 clear, positive, responded, SM S(hps)

written, requested, tracked,
allocated

13 submitted, clear, positive,
responded,

nil

written, requested, tracked,
allocated

In order to save space, we will sometimes denote a goal such as SMS as SMS(apn;
twa; (OC‖T W P); hps) rather than Goal(submitted, expired, apn; twa; (OC‖T W P);
hps). In general, this means we will write a goal G with currently executing plan P asG(P)
rather than the longer form using Goal(· · · , · · · , P).

The normal execution sequence for the SMS goal is given in Table 5. The event submit
initiates the SMSTOP plan, which then initiates the SMS goal (step 2). After the success of
the APN and TWA actions, the agent executes the goalsOC and TWA concurrently (step 5).
The TWA finishes first, leaving the agent waiting for a response from Alice’s manager (steps
7-10). Eventually the event cleared is received (step 11), indicating a positive response from
Alice’s manager, and so the agent executes theHPS action and the planSMSTOP terminates
with success.

The execution sequence for Vignette 1 is given in Table 6. This proceeds as above, except
that the abort (SM S) event is received at step 7. The TWPPLAN plan has no abort-method,
and hence is immediately dropped. TheOCPLAN1 plan has the abort-method CCR, and so
this is executed (step 8) before the abort-method CPN for the SMS goal is executed (step
9). Once this is done, the goal SMS is dropped, leaving the SMSTOP plan terminating with
failure.
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Table 6 Execution for Vignette 1

Step Beliefs Events Plans

0 ∅ !submit

1 ∅ �true : SM S(SM S P L AN )�

2 ∅ SM S(SM S P L AN )

3 ∅ SM S(apn; twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

4 allocated SM S(twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

5 tracked, allocated SM S((OC‖T W P); hps)

6 tracked, allocated SM S((OC‖T W P); hps))

7 requested, tracked,
allocated

!abort (SM S) SM S((OC(responded::nil; ?
posi tive; +clear)‖

T W P(nil)); hps))

8 abort(OC), abort(TWP), abort(SMS), SM S(OC(ccr)‖nil))

requested, tracked, allocated

9 aborted(OC), aborted(TWP), abort(SMS), SM S(cpn)

requested, tracked, allocated

10 aborted(OC), aborted(TWP), abort(SMS), SM S(nil)

requested, tracked, allocated

11 aborted(OC), aborted(TWP), aborted(SMS) fail

requested, tracked, allocated

Table 7 Execution for Vignettes 2 and 3

Step Beliefs Events Plans

0 ∅ !submit

1 ∅ �true : SM S(SM S P L AN )�

2 ∅ SM S(SM S P L AN )

3 ∅ SM S(apn; twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

4 allocated SM S(twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

5 tracked, allocated SM S((OC‖T W P); hps)

6 tracked, allocated SM S((OC‖T W P); hps))

7 requested, tracked, allocated !suspend(SM S) SM S((OC(responded::nil; ?
posi tive; +clear)‖

tracked, allocated T W P(nil)); hps))

8 suspend(OC), suspend(TWP), SM S(OC(ccr)‖nil))

suspend(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

9 suspended(OC), suspended(TWP), SM S(cpn)

suspend(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated
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Table 7 continued

Step Beliefs Events Plans

10 suspended(OC), suspended(TWP), SM S(nil)

suspend(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

11 suspended(OC), suspended(TWP),

suspended(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

12 suspended(OC), suspended(TWP), !resume(SM S)

suspended(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

13 resume(OC), resume(TWP), SM S((OC(responded::nil;
?posi tive; +clear)‖

resume(SMS), T W P(nil)); hps))

requested, tracked, allocated

14 requested, tracked, allocated !cleared SM S((OC(responded::nil;
?posi tive; +clear)‖

T W P(nil)); hps))

15 clear, positive, responded, SM S(; hps))

written, requested, tracked,
allocated

16 submitted, clear, positive,
responded,

nil

written, requested, tracked,
allocated

The execution sequence for Vignettes 2 and 3 is given in Table 7. The difference between
this and Vignette 1 is that at step 7 the event suspend(SM S) is received. As TWPPLAN
has no abort-method, it is immediately suspended (step 8), whilst the abort-method CCR is
executed for OCPLAN1. Once this is done, OC is suspended (step 9), allowing subsequent
execution of the abort-methodCPN forSMSPLAN, and then the suspension of the goalSMS
(step 11). This is the endpoint of Vignette 2. When the resume(SM S) event is received in
Vignette 3 (step 12), as there are no resume-methods for any of the suspended plans, the
goals SMS, OC and TWP are all immediately resumed, and the rest of the execution is the
same as in Table 5.

The execution sequence for Vignette 4, in Table 8, is the same as the previous table up to
step 12, where instead of resume(SM S), the event received is abort (SM S). The resulting
execution is then the same as steps 7-11 of Vignette 1.

The execution for Vignette 5, in Table 9, again proceeds similarly for steps 1-6. At step 7,
though, the event received is promote(alice), which makes the in-condition for OCPLAN1
false, and hence means this plan should be aborted (step 8). Note, though, that the TWP goal
proceeds uninterrupted, and hence succeeds at this point, while the abort-method CCR for
OCPLAN1 is executed. After this,OCPLAN2 is now applicable, due to senior(alice) now
being true, and hence becomes the plan executed to achieveOC (step 9). Once this succeeds
(step 11), the paper is submitted, and the plan SMSTOP terminates with success.
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Table 8 Execution for Vignette 4

Step Beliefs Events Plans

0 ∅ !submit

1 ∅ �true : SM S(SM S P L AN )�

2 ∅ SM S(SM S P L AN )

3 ∅ SM S(apn; twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

4 allocated SM S(twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

5 tracked, allocated SM S((OC‖T W P); hps)

6 tracked, allocated SM S((OC‖T W P); hps))

7 requested, tracked, allocated !suspend(SM S) SM S((OC(responded::nil; ?
posi tive; +clear)‖

T W P(nil)); hps))

8 suspend(OC), suspend(TWP), SM S(OC(ccr)‖T W P(nil)))

suspend(SMS)

requested, tracked, allocated

9 suspended(OC), suspended(TWP), SM S(cpn)

suspend(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

10 suspended(OC), suspended(TWP), SM S(nil)

suspend(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

11 suspended(OC), suspended(TWP),

suspended(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

12 suspended(OC), suspended(TWP), !abort (SM S)

suspended(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

13 abort(OC), abort(TWP), SM S((OC(ccr)‖T W P(nil)))

abort(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

14 aborted(OC), aborted(TWP) SM S(cpn)

abort(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

15 aborted(OC), aborted(TWP) SM S(nil)

abort(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated

16 aborted(OC), aborted(TWP) f ail

aborted(SMS),

requested, tracked, allocated
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Table 9 Execution for Vignette 5

Step Beliefs Events Plans

0 junior(alice) !submit

1 junior(alice) �true : SM S(SM S P L AN )�

2 junior(alice) SM S(SM S P L AN )

3 junior(alice) SM S(apn; twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

4 allocated, junior(alice) SM S(twa; (OC‖T W P); hps)

5 tracked, allocated SM S((OC‖T W P); hps)

6 tracked, allocated, junior(alice) SM S((OC‖T W P); hps)

7 requested, tracked, allocated !promote(alice) SM S((OC(responded::nil; ?
posi tive; +clear)‖

junior(alice) T W P(nil)); hps)

8 abort(OCPLAN1), senior(alice), SM S(OC(ccr); hps)

written, requested, tracked, allocated

9 aborted(OCPLAN1), senior(alice), SM S(OC(OC P L AN2); hps)

written, requested, tracked, allocated

10 aborted(OCPLAN1), senior(alice) SM S(OC(rc f ); hps)

written, requested, tracked, allocated

11 clear, aborted(OCPLAN1), senior(alice) SM S(hps)

written, requested, tracked, allocated

12 submitted, clear, aborted(OCPLAN1), nil

senior(alice),

written, requested, tracked, allocated

5 Summary and further work

Recognizing that an important ability of an agent-based system is to respond dynamically
to changes, this article has investigated how to incorporate the ability to abort, suspend,
and resume goals and plans into the execution cycle of a BDI-style intelligent agent. Such
capabilities support an agent’s more sophisticated reasoning over goals and plans, and its
execution of plans, and thus the flexibility and capability of agent-based systems. We gave a
combined operational semantics in the abstract agent language CAN, thus providing a clear
mechanism which can be implemented in a number of practical agent platforms. A prototype
implementation shows the operational correctness of our mechanisms on a detailed case
study.

We extended CANwith additional constructs, namely the constructs ; and ::, in order to
give required additional expressiveness. This provides us with an execution model for agent
programs. We also showed how to compile an agent program, extended to include incor-
porating facilities for aborting, suspending and resuming tasks, into CAN, thus providing
a precise operational definition of these operations. This methodological approach holds
promise for similar approaches to computational extensions of the agent programming facil-
ities provided in CAN. In particular, this shows the way forward for writing meta-interpreters
for agent languages, in the spirit of similar methods for Prolog (such as those described by
Sterling and Shapiro [44]). Future work includes exploring and proving formal properties.
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Our semantics is developed for achievement goals; in maintenance goals, one must
consider the consequences of, particularly, suspending a maintenance goal that is actively
responding to a violation of its maintenance condition [15]. We leave exploration of these
directions to future work.

One issue that sometimes arises is that once a goal succeeds, any plan currently being
executed to achieve the goal is abandoned.While this is generally harmless, an item of further
work is to examine the circumstances under which it may be better to abort such plans, rather
than simply stop executing them.

A similar (and more significant) issue is that there are some circumstances in which it
may be appropriate to ‘proactively’ abort a goal. For example, suppose that part-way through
writing the paper, Alice realizes that there is a fatal flaw in her results, and so notifies CALO
that she will not be able to complete the paper by the deadline. This means that the goal Track
Writing Paper fails (or is aborted). As this is in parallel with theObtain Clearance goal, it
seems rational to abort the Obtain Clearance goal at the same time, as the conjunction of
these two goals cannot now succeed. This may be thought of as a ‘consequential’ extension
to the .fail_goal construct of Jason, in that the failure of one goal causes the abort of
another. This will require an extension to our translation, particularly for the ‖ construct, but
involves some delicacy, as it is not simply a matter of any abort in one branch leading to the
abort of the other. For example, aborting G1 in (G1 � G2) ‖ G3 means that G2 is adopted,
but not that G1 � G2 will necessarily fail. Hence there needs to be some further analysis
of the goal–plan tree in order to correctly apply this idea. Note that the main issue here is
how to determine which goals should be aborted when a given goal fails or is aborted. Once
this decision is known, it is straightforward to implement behaviour of this nature using the
methods of this article.

A further extension is to allow the agent to explicitly attach reconsideration conditions
to suspended goals. In the current framework, a suspended goal is resumed when a resume
signal is raised. The idea here is to explicitly state conditions under which a suspended goal
may be resumed. This would be particularly useful in cases in which it is known at the time
of suspension when the goal should be resumed, such as when a goal is suspended as a means
of resolving conflicts between goals. Note that this is not simply a matter of extending the
definition of the resume signal, similar to how the failure of an in-condition is handled. As
there may be a significant time lapse between the goal’s suspension and its resumption, it
is important to allow the agent to reconsider whether to resume the goal or not. This will
require some care in the way that the translation is extended.
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